Q & A

How does the instant testing functionality work?

It’s simple! The Instant Testing Wizard walks the collector through the collection process, allows the collector to enter the screening results and prints a CCF if laboratory confirmation is required. Formfox generates the instant testing report and forwards results to your client electronically.

How does formfox differ from other instant testing solutions?

Flexibility!!! FormFox instant testing allows “Any device - Any Lab”. Choose the device, choose the confirming lab. There are no restrictions regarding instant testing cups, or cards. Generate the chain of custody for the confirming lab of your choice. Also, formfox provides an exclusive account book where you can establish your client profiles, including designating collection protocols and results reporting.

What are the benefits?

Save time and money! Electronic results reporting and a quick collection process eliminates faxing, emailing, postage costs, and completing multiple documents by hand. Control costs by purchasing testing devices of your choice, from your preferred vendor. Set your site apart from other providers, offering clients professional result reports and up-to-date technology with electronic results reporting. Quick collection process and expedited electronic results reporting!
The formfox Instant Testing wizard generates the chain of custody and instant testing results report at the time of the collection. Create professional instant testing result reports with the option of customizing reports with your company logo. Build an exclusive account book, add any testing device to the client profile, and begin collecting! The formfox instant testing functionality allows complete control and flexibility of the process, including the option of processing instant tests for clients that do not perform confirmation testing.

Establish electronic results reporting based upon client preference. Electronic results reporting options include fax and secure email. In addition, formfox can send a text message to the client once the instant test has been performed. Results are reported immediately after the collector enters the screening results. Electronic document storage of the instant testing report and/or CCF allows access and printing on demand. Electronic results reporting saves valuable time and money, while offering the client expedited results with a professional-looking results report.

The formfox instant testing functionality is packaged to suit your needs. Basic packages includes an account book to build your exclusive client database, electronic document storage, instant testing results report and chain of custody printing. Additional functionality included with upgraded packages include: Custom result reports (branding with your company logo) and electronic results reporting. Regardless of your instant testing volume, formfox has the solution!

Call today to schedule a demonstration!
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